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FIND A COMMON CITY TO MEET YOUR REMOTE FRIENDS THROUGH
twotwo.one
Today, after many months of development, the first version of twotwo.one – the best site to
find common travel destinations between multiple cities launches, allowing remote friends
and families to find a great new place to meet.

THE LAUNCH OF A SOCIAL TRAVEL SEARCH SITE – twotwo.one

The innovative idea to build an engine, which helps people to find a matching trip from different
departure cities or even countries in a click of a button has been brought to life. By adding up to
four different locations, the search engine behind twotwo.one finds the common destination, sorting
the options by lowest total price and makes the process of searching and comparing trips
smoother. The mission of the company is to bring remote friends and family closer together in the
real and tangible offline world.

HOW DID IT START?

CEO, Silvan Jongerius came up with the idea to build a search engine for this over a year ago,
while looking for a place to meet with his family and spending hours if not days while searching for
flights. “Finding a mutual destination is a tedious process that needs a lot of guessing and trying.
Something computers are much better in to start with.” – reports Jongerius. The team has been
working behind the screen on building the travel search site since. In order, they built a smart travel
search site, which enabled to book a multi-origin trip to one destination.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

To look up for a common destination on twotwo.one, users can simply enter up to four different
locations they wish to travel from and the specific dates of the planned trip. The system will, after
some heavy behind-the-screen processing, compare billions of prices of flights, will list the
cheapest locations to meet on the given dates, and provide links to immediately book the flights; all
with great accuracy.

DO YOU HAVE FRIENDS LIVING ABROAD?

With over 230 million expats, remote families and people in long distant relationships in Europe
and North America alone, we become more disconnected from the important people in our lives
every day. The chances that people live away from home and family, or have someone who lives
away from them are high. Meeting them and travelling in between each other can get repetitive.
Due to rapidly changing airfares it is difficult to find the right matching trip too. The research shows,
that 90% of people would be aiming to meet their remote friends, long distance partners and
families somewhere new.
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